1. About Us
"Anteros Coin" is a Digital Currency that will be Launched and Introduced in 2018. This
currency is just as good as Fiat, But only Available in the Digital World. "Anteros coin"
Describes how everyone who uses the Currency of "Anteros Coin" and follows the Program on
this Platform will become Financially Extraordinary.
"Anteros Coin" is a Digital Currency uses Cryptographic Techniques that Guarantees
Transaction Processing and Recording According to Secure Rules through Automatic
Mathematical Algorithm Systems.
"Anteros Coin" is a project that combines systems and a process to help each other,
clients as a community-based cryptocurrency technology. The system we developed is an
improvement between multilevel and forex systems.
In Addition to its Function as a Digital Currency, Anteros Coin also Provides Several
Options and Programs to invest that have a CLEAR VISION & MISSION.

2. Anteros Coin Profile


Blockchain
Anteros Coin uses Block Chain Technology Which is a Decentralized Digital Ledger
that Includes Transactions and Works with Dataset through a Series of Nodes Called
Blocks. This Technology is Very Important for Managing Financial Data and Safe to
Use without having to be Afraid of Hackers and Scammers.



Decentralization
Anteros Coin uses Cryptography Technique to Guarantee the Transaction Process and is
safe. Cryptography Embraced by Anteros Coin is Also Used as a Regulated Supply and
Demand of The Currency Value. The Entire Financial Process is set by The System of
Mathematical Algorithms Automatically without any Captivity Center Control.
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The decentralized structure of the blockchain brings several key features in contrast to
traditional centralized approaches:
 Transparency : it is possible for anyone to track the movement of funds from one
account to another.
 Immutability : Once confirmed, a transaction cannot be reversed. No one can
interfere with a completed transfer.
 Low cost : Transaction fees are minimal.
 Cross-border : Funds can be sent as easily to someone on the other side of the
world as we sent to someone in the next room.
 Speed : Flat and transparent nature of blockchain helps the transfer process instant
and approves in minutes rather than hours or days.


Open Source
Anteros coin is a commonly used digital currency as a means of buying and selling
instrument and a high-interest investment program that can be owned by anyone from
anywhere.



Peer to Peer (P2P)
The Anteros Coin Network is with a Cryptography Protocol Which Means That Anteros
Coin Users Can Send Coin to Others Using a Software Called Anteros Coin Wallet and
The Transaction or Delivery is recorded in public database of Block chain.



Non Government
Anteros Coin is Entirely Open and Decentralized. Neither Business Entity Nor
Government Body Regulates the Existence and Development of Anteros Coin.
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Save and Secure
Anteros Coin is Very Safe and Easy to Use as it Embraces The Technological System of
Blockchain And Well Encrypted.

3. Outline of ICO
The funds raised during this ICO will only be utilized for the development and deployment
of the Anteros network. The following plan of distribution is preliminary and subject to
change but established a brief and early look at the path to come.

Characteristics:
Symbol

: ANTS

Price of token

: 0.1 USD – Pre ICO Stage
0.5 – 1$ ICO Stage

Phase ICO

: Start date - 25th February 2018 (12:00 PM London Time, UTC+1)
End date – 28th May 2018 (12:00 PM London Time, UTC+1)

Token supply

: 10.000.000 ANTS Token

Hard Caps

: 5.000.000 $ USD
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4. Token Allocation

Referral System Bounty
5%
3%
Team & Adviser
12%

Holders
80%

5. ICO Summary
Partisipate @

anteroscoin.com

ICO pre sale date

21st of January, 2018 (12:00 PM London Time, UTC+1)

Pre-sale restrictions

Maximum transaction amount: x ≈ 100 ETH

Official ICO open date

25th of February, 2018 (12:00 PM London Time,
UTC+1)

Official ICO close date

28th of May, 2018 (12:00 PM London Time, UTC+1

Currency symbol

ANTS

Total Supply/Supply Available

10.000.000 tokens

Accepted Tokens

ETH, BTC

Minimum Requirements

ETH 0.01
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Maximum Cap

ETH 100.000

ICO coin distribution

29th May, 2018 (12:00 PM London Time, UTC+1)

6. Allocations & Supply
There are two main ways individuals can be included in a digital asset. There will be those
who work for the distribution and those who invest directly into it. In these two cases, the
system will outline the specific money and how exactly it is being utilized.
In the early stage, we will launch the ANTEROS token in an open ICO. Through an open
ICO, the ANTEROS team will use the advancement for purposes sANTS as office setup,
technological frameworks, development and improvement of the existing MLM systems with
an abundance of programs and other exercises.
In the second stage, the ANTEROS token will be distributed in a transparent manner to all
its clients, users, purchasers, offeror, exchanger or holder of the ANTEROS token. The
exchanges will then be added to buy, offer, trade or sell ANTEROS through an open market.
The development and founder team will release more information about it in upcoming press
releases, blog posts, and community notices.

7. Road Map

Each step in the roadmap demonstrates our commitment and effort to ensure that
everything would be done correctly at the right time and we could timely provide platforms for
members to do their business, their money transaction or investment. This roadmap would
provide you with the most user-friendly way to use Anteros.
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Here are the steps:


November 2017, Concept Design - ANTEROS was Started its Design to the Direction
in Which ANTEROS Coins ICO will be offered.



December 2017, Technical Design - Acknowledging the Design Concept, ANTEROS
Compile All Data and Compute it in the Big Data Trading Platform.



January 2018, System Testing - ANTEROS is in the process of Stringent Test for
Satisfactory Perfection.



February 2018, ICO Started - ANTEROS ICO Started in February And Will be
Finished on May.



May 2018, ANTEROS COIN - Desktop, Web and Windows Wallet.



May 2018, ANTEROS COIN Exchange - Official ANTEROS Coin Exchange
Platform.



May 2018, ANTEROS COIN Landing Program - Mode of Payment in Anteros Coin
Lending.



May 2018, Listed on coin directory - Coin Market Cap, World Coin Index and Coin
Gecko.



June 2018, ANTEROS Coin & Mac - Mac Dekstop Wallet.



July 2018, ANTEROS Coin Android Wallet - Send/Receive ANTEROS Coin &
Bitcoin From Android Device.



July 2018, Partnership - ANTEROS Coin Partnership With Service Providers &
Blockchain Conference.



July 2018, Debugging - Website Features & Performance Improvement.



August 2018, Marketing Campaign - Bring and Build More Community Around
ANTEROS Coin
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8. ICO

ICO is a way which enables Anteros to fund our activities including building and developing
our core Team, the ecosystem for our apps, and running marketing campaigns thus Anteros
brand-awareness and Anteros reputation would be successfully built.
Investors can buy as early as possible to get the higher return for both in the long run and
short duration.
In the short term, the price would increase rapidly right after ICO, and you could earn
money through Lending, Staking or Mining program.
There are several ways to earn the profit with Anteros, and buying ICO coin at the best price
enables you to optimize your investment. Therefore, you should not miss any latest information
about ICO calendar, and you can be among the first individuals who could buy the coin with the
best price.
To update the latest information about ICO, visit our website at anteroscoin.com

9. How To Use Anteros After ICO?
After ICO ends, an internal trading floor will be opened which helps you to buy and sell
your ICO coin. This gives you the opportunity to earn the profit, you could either hold your
coins for lending and staking or sell it to earn the profit.

How to earn profit with Lending?
•

Step 1: Register your account at ucoincash.co.

•

Step 2: Deposit BTC or ETH and then you can buy ANTS.

•

Step 3: You are lending with Anteros and earning profit every day, profit is up to 30%
per month.
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The lending pack would guarantee your daily profit, the monthly profit can be up to 30%
and the annual profit is extremely significant, which would guarantee you a considerable
increase in investment assets in the long run.
For most people, securing a profit up to 30% monthly is not easy at all. So Anteros Lending

program is the only gateway to your financial success.

10. ANTS Exchange

You can trade and make the profit on the ANTS Exchange. Right after the ICO, we will open
ANTS Exchange where you can trade Anteros coin. You can also trade through our partner
floors, the partner floors will be introduced after the ICO.

11. Anteros Brand Value Building

Marketing campaigns and press releases on the digital currency as well as Fintech field, and
on prestigious business magazines
• Marketing in social media - Facebook, Youtube, Twitter, Google.
• Funding for business events - Blockchain and Fintech events.
• Investment in prestigious Blockchain, Fintech and digital currency start-ups.

Collaboration with partners to deliver unmatched value, practical applications to deliver a costeffective and life-saving solution for people around the world.
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12. Anteros Team

On behalf of Anteros Team, we thank you for your interest in our White paper. The White
paper has given you a brief summary of our VISION and MISSION and our commitment to all
of you. To fulfill our commitment, we have organized our Team as below:
Development Team
This is our key Team, in whom we have invested a huge amount of budget so that our Team
could continually improve and generate outstanding and stable technology value for
Anteros. It is our great honor to have a chance to work with the most talented and leading
groups in our digital currency field. We commit to co-operate and try our best to provide
you with the most advanced and breakthrough products and services.

Management Team
A remarkable success requires a long-term vision as well as leading management
experience, that is the reason why we decide to work with the most experienced and talented
managers in technology, marketing, business field.

Consultant Team
Instead of wasting time on things that have not been approved to be feasible, we choose to
work with experienced and successful people, who know what to do to realize their financial
success with a number of projects and what to do to help others to do so.

Third party partners
Beside our own team, we also cooperate with Third party partners. We believe that with
their experience and ability, they would contribute a lot to the success of Anteros. We have
always considered whom to work with so that we altogether would provide you with the best
products and services ever.
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13. Affiliate Program
By referring new members to buy ICO coin, you will get 5% bonus on the quantity of coin
that you referred to a member to purchase. Therefore, the more members you could refer, the
more money you could earn. You could earn Anteros by referring new members, which means
you do not need to buy Anteros with your own money.
After ICO time ends, you are still earning the bonus by referring new members to Lending
program of Anteros.
Our 9-level of affiliate program allows you the opportunity to earn a great amount of money,
starting with 6% affiliate bonus for the first level.
Using all the marketing tools available to refer new members all over the world to our
lending program. This is your big chance to earn a passive income and help others to do so.
An affiliate program is a great way to expand our Anteros user and investor community.
Anteros affiliate bonus is our recognition of our contribution to the development of the whole
Anteros community. With all of the technology out there along with our Affiliate program, it
costs no money to get started and it could not be simpler to earn money with ANTS.
• Your life as a successful digital cash investor can start today with ANTS affiliate program.
We truly believe that this program has the potential to change lives for better with minimal
risk and the prospect of major returns literally without losing anything, at the same Anteros
provides you with the tools to build your own affiliate network.
• A link to register new members.
• Provide you with a number of banners with a professional standard so that you could access
your potential users and investors via your blog or your own website.
• Provide you with a landing page which enables you to keep into ANTS with members who
still hesitate to join Anteros community, who still question about Anteros, automatic email
marketing system will help you establish a closer relationship with your potential members.
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14. Who Could Be Potential Users And Investors Of Anteros
All types of business including traditional business, e-commerce business and all kinds of
individuals who need to transfer money to their clients, suppliers, or to their friends and families.
Besides this the people with particular usage purposes, investors will use Anteros as a way to
diversify their investment portfolio. Those investors invest in Anteros as they believe that with the
expansion of Anteros community and the development of Anteros outstanding apps, Anteros price
will increase over time.

Investment in Anteros today is your future investment. The advanced payment applied
blockchain technology will gradually replace today's traditional payment model.
This summary is a brief description of what will be the future of Anteros in the short term. In the
long term, we will continue to update our strategies, initiatives and will always be ready for
innovative plans and continuous improvement.
We believe that ANTEROS – will be the next generation and an advanced solution to global
money transaction. You should not wait for the day to regret, when someone will tell you that the
investment in ANTS in the beginning stage could have been a great idea, to earn a great benefit.
Being successful with ANTS from the very beginning (ICO time) requires very little capital and
allows you to experiment a lot. This is what I love about ANTS the most. Actually, many people
would not be so excited when they come across the information about ANTS elsewhere, however,
trust ANTS and start your investment right now - really deserves your try.
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